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“Es ist schon ein großer und nöthiger Be-
weis der Klugheit oder Einsicht zu wis-
sen, was man vernünftiger Weise fragen
sollte. Denn wenn die Frage an sich un-
gereimt ist und unnöthige Antworten ver-
langt, so hat sie außer der Beschämung des-
sen, der sie aufwirft, bisweilen den Nach-
theil, den unbehutsamen Anhörer dersel-
ben zu ungereimten Antworten zu verleiten
und den belachenswerthen Anblick zu ge-
ben, daß einer (wie die Alten sagten) den
Bock melckt, der andere ein Sieb unter-
hält.” Kant 1781/1903: 52.

1 Introduction: a neces-
sary change of perspect-
ive

Before tackling the question of language
universals, language types, and the relation-
ship holding between them, let us first cla-
rify the different meanings of the concept
‘language’.

1.1 Language as utterance

There is no doubt that the main func-
tion of human language is to communic-
ate with others, thus creating societal links.
Hence, whenever we are addressed by oth-
ers or speak ourselves, language means ‘ut-
terance’. Utterances may be long and com-
plex like a speech, or short and simple like
an interjection or an exclamation, a “yes” or
a “no” – the most frequent case being ut-
terances which consist of one, two or more
units linguists call ‘clauses’ or, in logical
terms, ‘propositions’.

Communication by language is based on
social convention. Hence, the utterances we
engage in or exchange with others always
reflect a socially accepted or ‘ratified’ activ-
ity: somebody has to bewelcomed; we en-
gage insmalltalk with her or him, asking
questions, giving answersor making jokes;
somebodyasksusfor the way, gives us are-
cipe, or engages ingossipwith us; webuy
something in a shop, weflirt with a mem-
ber of the opposite sex,explainthe arcana of
a computer program to a friend; somebody
may tell usa taleor try to recommendto us
thenovelshe or he has just read. Other, more
privileged personspass judgementon some-
body, make aninjunction or pronounce a
verdict. Such outstanding persons may also
read a paperbefore a large audience, or
give a sermonto the parish; they mayteach
a coursein economics, orgive a keynote
speechat a conference; some people of very
high standing address a whole nation in a
State of the Union address, or even the en-
tire – then catholic – world (“urbi et orbi”)
in a lengthyEncyclical titled e.g. “fides et
ratio.”

The italicized terms in the preceding
paragraph describe social activities or ‘acts’
accompanied – or even only made possible
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– by the use of language (‘speech acts’).
Language thus is a kind ofSOCIAL SEMI-
OTIC (→ art. 3; art. 35, § 4.3; Halliday 1979;
cf. for similar approaches Eckert (ed.) 1998;
Forgas (ed.) 1985; Giglioli21990; Gump-
erz 1971; Hickmann (ed.) 1987; Slobin
(ed.) 1996; Totman 1985; Varro (ed.) 1994
etc.). Language – in the present case: its
manifestation in speech – thus does not
come in words or sentences such as “the
farmer killed the duckling”, “Alfred bat Eu-
gène” or “Alexander vicit Darium”; speech
manifestations of language come first and
foremost in socially accepted types of ut-
terances. Without such socially acknow-
ledged utterance types or ‘communicat-
ive genres’ human communication would
hardly be possible (cf. most convincingly
Bakhtin 1979/1986; in an historical per-
spective: Frank & al. (eds.) 1997;→ art. 36).

Now, although all the above examples
have in common their being types of utter-
ances, in a certain respect they cannot be
seen as being on the same level. The State of
the Union address or the papal encyclica are
long and highly elaborate written texts (or-
ally performed in the case of the address),
whereas the joke, smalltalk, gossip are less
elaborate, and oral into the bargain.

In order to take into account this differ-
ence, such text types can best be arranged on
a scale. With Douglas Biber (1986; 1988) its
one end could be termed ‘interactive text’,
the other one ‘edited text’. With Peter Koch
and Wulf Oesterreicher (1985; 1994) we
might say ‘conceptually oral’ and ‘concep-
tually written’ (i.e. highly planned and ed-
ited) text.

For a similar distinction Karl Bühler
(1934: 48–69) had already introduced a pair
of Greek terms used by Wilhelm von Hum-
boldt in the 19th century: language asen-
érgeiavs. language asérgon, that is to say
language as an activity or a process (in-
volving present partners), as opposed to lan-
guage as something created and produced,
for instance a book. What is increasing from
one end of this scale to the other one is,
among other things, the amount of planning.

But there is more. Proposing his scheme,
Bühler – a psychologist – solvesen passant
and without any fuss a problem that was
most intricate if not unsolvable to most post-
Saussurean linguists: the clash between the

one and the many, the individual and soci-
ety: speech events in the narrow sense of
parole are of necessity individual phenom-
ena limited in time and space, as opposed to
a languewhose socially encompassing char-
acter –la langue est un fait social– was bey-
ond doubt. The horizontal dimension of the
following scheme overcomes this limitation
by interpreting the opposition – or better: the
scale – between the individual and society
as a constitutive characteristic ofparole it-
self: the less utterance types are anchored in
situations necessitating the presence of com-
munication partners (‘situationsgebunden’),
the more does the radius of communication
grow in spaceand time(‘situationsentbun-
den’, ‘intersubjektiv’). The progress in the
Bühlerian approach is directly visible when
we project – as did Bühler himself – Saus-
sureanparole and langueonto his scheme:
they appear now as diametrically opposed.

The corresponding ‘Vierfelderschema’
proposed by Bühler looks like this:

degree
of ab-
straction

Degree of intersubjectivity
and planning

low high

lower Sprech-
ereignis
(Saussurean
parole)

Sprach-
werk
(planned
product)

higher Sprechakt
(speech act)

Sprach-
gebilde
(Saussurean
langue)

Figure 1.1 Karl Bühler’s
‘Vierfelderschema’

1.2 A first definition

To sum up the first meaning of the concept
under discussion: Not only does language
take shape in utterances (i.e. texts) which
can be attributed to socially conventional-
ized text types (→ art. 3, § 2.1; art. 6, §
1.3; art. 35, § 4.3; art. 36; art. 44, § 5): at
the same time these types can be arranged
on a scale between “speech events” (Bühler)
like ‘smalltalk’, and e.g. the ‘encyclica’ as
an instance of a “Sprachwerk”, i.e. a highly
planned and elaborate type of text existing
not only in papal LATIN , but moreover in
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parallel translations into a large number of
other languages.

Although such elaborate products tend to
come as written texts, there is by no means a
necessary link between writing and the Büh-
lerian “Sprachwerk.” The elaborate speech
of an American Indian chief would have
conformed to this description as well, and
hence should be located close to the right
hand end of the scale, the “Sprachwerk”,
too.

1.3 Linguistic variation

Between 1911 and 1940, Jacques Damou-
rette and Édouard Pichon published seven
volumes of a French grammar under the
heading ofDes mots à la penseée. Essai
de grammaire de la langue française. Apart
from the intellectual adventure of an entirely
novel linguistic terminology, the present-
day reader is overwhelmed by some 35,000
authentic examples showing first and fore-
most one thing: wellnigh anything goes in
this language. Forms and constructions no
French grammarian or linguist would ever
have admitted as possible and no traditional
grammar would have dared to mention even
in footnotes were well documented – and
can still be found – in the reality of ‘lan-
guage as tokens’. It should not come as a
surprise that quite a lot of these specimens,
but not all by far, were utterances made in
spoken everyday language, let alone the im-
mense scale of further utterance types that
were taken into account.

This raises the problem of linguistic vari-
ation, of the ‘boundaries’ of languages,
and the relationship holding between ‘lan-
guages’ and ‘dialects’. Even if grammars
like the one written by Damourette &
Pichon reflect linguistic reality, linguistic
data need to be filtered through a theory of
variation (e.g. Koch & Oesterreicher 1990)
according to the dimensions ‘space’, ‘social
stratum’, ‘medium’, and, again, ‘utterance
types’ (see above § 1.1) with the different
degrees of planning they imply.

Nevertheless, grammars such as the one
of Damourette & Pichon draw our attention
to the fact that the grammars we all have
to rely on are (and of necessity have to be)
idealized constructs created by professional
linguists. Hence, typologists should comple-

ment the information put at our disposal by
such grammars with the thorough analysis
of text corpora representing a certain vari-
ety of utterance types, thus going beyond the
traditional (and by no means totally avoid-
able) analysis of examples found in refer-
ence grammars.

2 Different levels of obser-
vation and abstraction

The introduction started from language as
the observable, directly accessible Saussur-
eanparole. While doing this, an important
modification was introduced, though: ‘Lan-
guage’ asparolecan be seen as manifesting
itself on a scale. This picture has to be com-
plemented by the phenomenon of linguistic
variation as sketched in § 1.3.

The Bühlerian scale was generated by the
projection ontoparoleof a somewhat more
abstract perspective – a look from the level
of UTTERANCE TYPES or TEXT TYPES.
It should be underlined that, even if these
types are more abstract than sheerparole
phenomena, those who use the social semi-
otic called ‘language’ always are perfectly
aware of the existence of utterance types.
During our lifelong linguistic socialization,
we get passively – privileged persons some-
times even actively – acquainted with a large
number of them.

However, if we climb one further step
on the ladder of abstraction, we definitely
quit the domain of everyday knowledge, get-
ting into a sphere quite familiar to linguists,
if rather alien to average speakers: this is
the level of de Saussureanlangue, i.e. the
domain of ‘language as a system’. Whilst
normal humans may still speak of ‘words’
and ‘sentences’, ‘questions’ and ‘answers’,
linguists deal with entities such as ‘word
class’, ‘subject’, ‘article’, ‘apposition’, ‘re-
lative clause’, ‘determiner’, ‘head’, ‘phon-
eme’, ‘clefting’, SANSKRIT ‘bahuvr̄ıhi’,
ANCIENT GREEK ‘sýndesmos’, and the
like. In a positive way: linguists do “par sci-
ence, ce que les autres font seulement par
coutume” (Claude Lancelot in the Préface
of the famousGrammaire générale et rais-
onnéeof Port Royal published in 1650).

Linguists get such concepts either – by in-
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duction – from direct, methodical observa-
tion of ‘language asparole’ (e.g. “distribu-
tional analysis”), mediated by ‘language as
utterance types’; or they draw on a model of
grammar they are familiar with, and which
may be more or less adequate to this pur-
pose. In cross-linguistic studies, there is
some chance that data from at least part of
the languages of a sample come from gram-
mars written by others, the authors of the
studies thus lacking a thorough knowledge
of some of the languages at stake. Here lies
a major problem that has to be considered in
more detail (see below § 3.3).

However, once we have accepted the in-
termediate layer of text types ordered on
a scale, our traditional concept oflangue
has to be modified in a way which was
again already outlined by Bühler in his
above-mentioned “Vierfelderschema”. Cor-
responding to the speech event (“Sprecher-
eignis”) and the “Sprachwerk” on theparole
level, he suggests, on thelangue level, the
terms “Sprechakt” (speech act) and “Sprac-
hgebilde”.

This is tantamount to saying that there are
two possible ways to conceptualizelangue
and ‘grammar’: one that became familiar in
post-Saussurean linguistics: here the system
is seen as a global and overall system of
rules producing any speech event whatever;
and another one which sees the system par-
allel to the types of utterances it is needed
for, that is as an always only ‘partial’, emer-
gent system producing the socially ratified
text types we became used to and want to
use in particular cases (cf. Hopper 1998).

An example will show what is meant.
A FRENCH judgement – even if it is go-
ing on for several pages – always comes in
one single sentence. It has the overall struc-
ture The court (. . . ) given that (. . . ) given
that (. . . ) given that (. . . ) on behalf of these
motifs (. . . ) convicts / condemns / acquits /
proves not guilty / fines / dismisses / rejects
(. . . ). The entire description of the case, the
arguments of the parties, the deliberation of
the court etc., is linguistically conceived of
as a series of adverbials, each one headed
by a “given that” (mostly realized asatten-
du queor considérant que), and internally
constructed according to a highly complex
syntax admitting up to ten or more hierarch-
ical levels of hypotactical embedding (cf.

Krefeld 1987).
This presupposes, on thelangue-level,

the existence of syntactic means allowing
such complex constructions: in FRENCH

this means, among other things, conjunc-
tions functioning on the respective levels
of embedding, the possibility of expressing
all the relevant logical relations on these
levels, and of making clear to the reader
or hearer that, whenever s/he is quitting a
certain level, s/he actually quits it, and on
which level s/he arrives next.

This complex subordinating machinery
did not exist in FRENCH from the begin-
ning. It was created by way of grammatical-
ization in centuries of development accord-
ing to the demands made by specific situ-
ations of social communication. (This leaves
us with one further example of “discourse –
or more precisely: utterance types – shaping
grammar”.)

As soon as these demands disappear, the
corresponding means of expression tend to
vanish as well: witness the levelling of the
difference between coordination and sub-
ordination in the system of LOUISIANA

FRENCH, a language that was never used as
a written language (cf. Stäbler 1995; 1995a),
or witness the simplified techniques allow-
ing for the linking of propositions in emer-
ging CREOLE LANGUAGES(Raible 1994).

On the other hand, we may observe how
e.g. CREOLE LANGUAGESwhich up to date
did not have to cope with complex types
of written texts and their specific demands,
have to develop the adequate means, as often
by first borrowing them from the language
serving as an acrolect in a given situation,
in most cases ENGLISH, FRENCH, or POR-
TUGUESE (cf. e.g. Ludwig 1996, Kriegel
1996) – a phenomenon that could be ob-
served as well for the early stages of writ-
ten ROMANCE LANGUAGES in the Middle
Ages, where the corresponding acrolect was
LATIN (cf. e.g. Raible 1992: 203ff.). Creole
writers are even aware of the fact that they
have to draw on European tradition and
its linguistic patterns when describing for
instance a Caribbean landscape (here the
problem is not on the level of vocabulary,
as one might presume):

“Écrivant en créole, j’ai été confronté à
cette difficulté d’exprimer la belleté [beauté
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in continental French] des mornes [hills] et
des ravines, le mystère de certains visages,
faute de disposer d’outils pour le faire.”
(Confiant 1994: 173).

Peter Mühlhäusler’s contribution on Uni-
versals of Pidginization (→ art. 116), based
among other things on the comprehensive
survey published in Wurm & al. (1996),
starts from a similar assumption, viz. of
pidgins that may be less or more complex
according to the demands made by users
and specific communicative needs in spe-
cific situations. A similar view of gradience
has been put forward by John H. McWhorter
(1998) as regards CREOLE LANGUAGES.
The contribution of Hans-Jürgen Sasse on
changes that can be observed in language
obsolescence admits the same kind of view,
with the reduction of complex syntax be-
ing even a topic in the relevant discussion
(→ art. 118, § 2). We should, hence, not
only consider language obsolescence, but
also its logical counterpart, the evolution of
language systems, their “Ausbau” or “emer-
gence” (Kloss 1978; Hopper 1998).

degree
of ab-
straction

Degree of intersubjectivity
and planning

low ←→ high

lower
(token
level)

Sprech-
ereignis
(speech
event)

←→ Sprach-
werk
(planned
product)

inter-
mediate
(utter-
ance
types1)

e.g.
smalltalk

←→ e.g.
FRENCH

judge-
ment

higher
(langue
level;
types2)

Sprechakt
(speech
act)

←→ Sprach-
gebilde

Figure 1.2 Expanded Bühlerian conception
showing three meanings of ‘language’: as
token, as type and as system (‘langue’)

The Bühlerian concept oflangue, then,
is not an overall system comprising all the
possibilities, but a scalar one, running paral-
lel to the demands made by socially ratified
utterance types. If we engage in smalltalk,
we do not need a syntactic armour going

from head to foot. The “pragmatic mode” of
Talmy Givón or Eleanor Rosch will do.

All this is visualized in the preceding
scheme that, with its three levels of in-
creasing abstraction, shows at the same time
three different meanings of the concept ‘lan-
guage’:

Some will associate the intermediate level
with the concept of ‘style’ – which is tan-
tamount to saying that ‘style’ is a domain of
linguistics, too.

While components of the system may be
necessary for all types of utterances (phon-
ology, a large part of the morphological ap-
paratus and simple syntactic devices), com-
ponents allowing e.g. in ENGLISH the con-
densation of clauses into nominal syntagms
(“on account of”), certain epistemic and a
large number of speech act verbs reflecting
ever more sophisticated utterance types (e.g.
Traugott 1987), or complex syntax, etc., are
not.

3 Some problems arising
for language typology

We are now acquainted with three meanings
of ‘language’ depending on three levels of
abstraction. Language typologists add one
further step on this ladder of abstraction. In-
stead of analyzing one single historical lan-
guage and its system (perhaps even accord-
ing to types of utterances it generated, i.e. by
the analysis of a corpus), typologists “cross-
linguistically” compare the systems of his-
torical languages, or at least parts of them.
This may lead to a series of problems.

1. Language systems reply to demands.
– Once we have accepted that lan-
guage systems develop parallel to the
demands that are made on them (see
above § 2): are we then entitled to con-
sider e.g. ENGLISH or FRENCHdata as
being on a par with the French based
CREOLEspoken in Guyana? Are we al-
lowed to simply compare phenomena
from such languages? (The question
does not imply a judgement of value,
it is a matter of ‘Ausbau’ – although
some linguists might be prone to sus-
pect ‘political incorrectness’.)
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2. “Pure” systems might be an invention
of linguists. – In the Bühlerian view,
langue has not only to be seen as a
scalar phenomenon (visualized in the
horizontal dimension of figures 1.1 and
1.2). At the same time, we should real-
ize that a language system exists only
in the “heads” of individual speakers,
that these speakers move around and
that, above all, more often than not they
are bi- or even trilingual, giving rise to
phenomena such as language contact,
the mixing and interference between
languages (→ art. 115), language ob-
solescence (→ art. 118), Pidgins (→
art. 116), Creoles (→ art. 117), and the
like. Then, the question to be asked
is: do there exist “pure” language sys-
tems? Could it be that such pure sys-
tems are nothing but idealized abstrac-
tions based on the observations of a
particular human species called ‘lin-
guists’?

3. Categories are not cross-linguistically
comparable. – Children acquiring their
first language begin with holophrases.
Belonging to a zero category, it stands
to reason that they cannot by defini-
tion be attributed to one of the gram-
matical categories (although parents
may have different ideas on the topic).
Then, in a second step, the child makes
what is called “two word utterances”,
thus discovering at the same time the
blessings of rule-governed combining.
However, the resulting two categories
must not be identified with ‘nouns’
and ‘verbs’, at the most they might be
considered as something like pre-verbs
and pre-nouns. Conceptually speaking,
they might correspond to the opposi-
tion between discrete and continuous
entities, e.g. ‘objects’ and ‘persons’ as
opposed to ‘states’, ‘events’, ‘proper-
ties’.

Only after this second step implying
two different categories of signs does
the rest of the categories used in adult
speech emerge little by little. And here,
again, things get complicated: The
emerging categories are not identical
from language to language, with the
speakers of some languages using

e.g. ‘adjectives’, ‘adverbs’, ‘articles’,
‘enunciatives’, ‘noun class markers’,
while others do not (→ e.g. art. 38).
And even if they were to develop sim-
ilar categories, e.g. a verb class, it
might be rather difficult to compare
them.

One further problem is that the num-
ber of categories ascribed to a language
may differ according to the model of
grammar applied for the description
(see above § 2).

Let us take the example of infinitives.
Non-finite forms are opposed to finite
ones. Afinite form in, say, ANCIENT

GREEK is specified according to

(a) three persons,

(b) two numbers and what remains of
a dual,

(c) four moods (indicative, subjunct-
ive, optative, and imperative),

(d) three diatheses (active, medium
or middle, passive),

(e) five tenses (present, imperfect,
aorist, perfect, pluperfect),

(f) finally affirmation and negation.

Greek “infinitives” only lack person,
number, and mood. They allow all
three diatheses, four of the five tenses,
and affirmation/negation. The only
difference between non-finite forms
termed ‘infinitives’ and equally non-
finite ‘participles’ is that the parti-
ciples, which at the same time partake
in the nominal system, allow (nomin-
ally marked) number.

Now what is called ‘non-finite’ in a
language like ANCIENT GREEK would
be rather “finite” in the verbal sys-
tem of, say JAPANESE. Given such in-
trinsic differences (as to similar ques-
tions cf. Croft 1990: 11–18;→ art. 28,
§ 3), are we then entitled to compare
ANCIENT GREEK with JAPANESE, let
alone Greek verbs with Japanese ones?
What would be the necessarytertium
comparationis(→ art. 100). And what
about MODERN GREEK and other lan-
guages of the Balkans whose speakers
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have totally disposed of their ‘infinit-
ives’ in the meantime? (→ art. 108). –
While some typologists become more
and more aware of the problems raised
here (cf. e.g. Anward & al. 1997;→
art. 54), others consider it to be less im-
portant:→ e.g. Isaak Š. Kozinskij in
art. 26, § 3.1.

4. The bias of ‘traditional’ analysis. – If
we start from socially ratified utter-
ance types as being one of the priv-
ileged goals of language production,
and if language systems force us to
break down complex utterances into
units called ‘propositions’ (see above
§ 1.1), the usual “logically” inspired
approach attributingreferenceto ele-
ments of the noun class, whereas verbs
would predicate(→ art. 39), will have
its risks, too.

A holistic approach would give refer-
ence first and foremost to utterances
and propositions representing e.g. an
event in its totality (→ art. 37, § 1).
A well-known example of this kind of
approach was given by the way Paul
J. Hopper and Sandra A. Thompson
looked at the concept of ‘transitivity’
(1980; cf. Rastier 1998: 447). The ad-
vantage of this kind of view becomes
evident when we analyse languages
such as FINNISH or GUSIILAY , the lat-
ter a language belonging to BAK -group
of the NIGER-CONGO family.

While analyzing our Standard Average
European languages, we became ac-
customed to looking for the expression
of ‘aspect’ – that is: of something un-
doubtedly characterizing an entire situ-
ation or a state of affairs – in the verb,
i.e. in the predication. FINNISH im-
parts this task instead to the noun hav-
ing the function of the direct object:
in case the situation to be expressed
is thought of as perfective, the object
appears as an accusative; if the situ-
ation is seen as imperfective, the par-
titive has to be chosen instead. Hence,
an element of a proposition that tradi-
tionally has been seen asreferring is
responsible for part of what normally
would be conceived of aspredicating.

In GUSIILAY something similar hap-
pens with the pronominal element ex-
pressing the agent of a proposition: in
its reduced form it marks the imper-
fectivity of the proposition, in its full
form perfectivity (Tendeng 2000).

A similar behaviour of pronouns is
reported for HAUSA (Kraft & Kirk-
Greene 1990). As was shown by Nich-
olas Evans (1985), in KAYARDILD all
non-subject dependents of a verb carry
modal case marking (usually in ad-
dition to their regular case marking)
which carries tense/mood information
for the clause. Andrej Kibrik mentions
the case of XERENTE where nomin-
ative pronouns mark evidentiality, as-
pect, and intensiveness of action (→
art. 84, end of §6; Kibrik is drawing on
Harold Popovich). Rachel Nordlinger
mentions as further candidates for such
features PITTA , GURNU, BAAGANDJI ,
YAG DII and IAI (cf. Nordlinger &
Sadler 2000).

Interestingly enough, Paul J. Hopper
and Sandra A. Thompson, while be-
ing ‘progressive’ in taking into account
discourse, go one step behind former
achievements in a contribution where
they again link the noun/verb distinc-
tion to the discourse functions of refer-
ring and predicating [1984].

This example is likely to show one
more risk implied in looking in a tradi-
tional way at phenomena which could
be typologically relevant. Not only
may verbal systems (and nominal ones)
differ from language to language as re-
gards the extension and the intension
of their categories (see above § 3.3);
there are even verbal systems doing
seemingly strange things, and the same
thing holds for nominal ones (→ art.
40). Eventually both of them can col-
laborate in fulfilling certain tasks, for
instance in referring on the level of an
entire proposition.

In addition to the problems arising from the
different scope of language systems depend-
ing on the utterance types we take into con-
sideration, there are at least three further
ones:
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5. As a process, a language system im-
plies historical depth. – Since gram-
maticalization – as a dynamic pro-
cess creating new devices and categor-
ies from older ones – has become
ever more important not only in lin-
guistic theory in general, but also in
language typology (→ art. 113): are we
then entitled to consider as being on
a par e.g. the ATHABASKAN language
SOUTH SLAVE with ROMANCE LAN-
GUAGESsuch as SPANISH, FRENCHor
PORTUGUESE, i.e. languages endowed
with an ample written documentation
of language change encompassing the
span of about 2,000 years? This is why
theorists of grammaticalization, while
working with a representative language
sample taken from the languages of the
world (→ art. 33; as to the factor of his-
torical depth, cf. ibid. § 3.1; art. 38, §
4), tend to draw on European material
(thus coming from languages that do
not necessarily belong to their corpus
into the bargain) as soon as ‘typical’
grammaticalization processes have to
be documented (e.g. Bybee & al. 1994:
68f.).

At the same time, this kind of view
introduces history into typology. This
aspect is all the more important as a
language system of necessityhashis-
torical depth: It encompasses the solu-
tions of the past as well as those of
the present and the future (e.g. “the
butcher’s shop” vs. “the shop of the
butcher”). They belong to different
utterance types, they may belong to
speakers of different age, and to the
different ‘stylistic’ levels that make up
languein the Bühlerian sense.

6. Criteria for typologizing. – It has
already been mentioned that normal
human beings know and currently use
text types and their names in everyday
communication (see above § 2). They
even know – by intuition – the cri-
teria according to which such utterance
types tend to be named (Raible 1988).

Now what are the criteria a typologist
should rely upon? Are they self evid-
ent? Should it be the medium length
of words in a language, the number

of color terms, the number of lexical
items available for time distinctions or
for orientation in space? Or should we
better classify languages according to
the existence of a verb for the con-
ceptsTO BE or TO BECOME? Should
we copy Dante who, at the beginning
of the 14th century, in hisde vulgari
eloquentia, classified the ROMANCE

LANGUAGES according to their expres-
sions forYES into (h)oc, oïl,andsi(c)
languages, a kind of classifying even
accessible to ‘normal’ human beings –
especially as there exist quite a lot of
similar cases. Should we rely on one
single criterion or should we take into
account a whole series of features? In
short: where do such criteria for the
definition of language types come from
that might be self-evident and could
be acknowledged by the totality of lin-
guists? Even if categories in two lan-
guages were on a par (see above point
3): what would be the parameters to be
chosen for comparison?

7. Typological vs. areal vs. genetic rela-
tionship. – A last problem to be men-
tioned in this context is the fact that
typology has to take into account not
only ‘History’ (witness the ‘historical
depth’ of § 3.5 above, or the socially
ratified utterance types as typical out-
comes of diachronic processes), but
also the factors ‘Area’ and ‘Genetic Re-
lationship’ (cf. e.g. Croft 1990: ch. 6;
→ articles 105; 106; 108; 109): Indeed,
an ‘eternal’ topic in the pertinent dis-
cussion is the question whether genet-
ically related languages can be differ-
ent on the level of typology.

4 Universals as a solution
to problems raised by ty-
pology

There are two ways to tackle the prob-
lems outlined in the preceding section. One
could take into account what typologists
have done in the past, and, in case they were
aware of the problems, how they mastered
them.
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Another way could be a consideration of
the general aspects behind the – seemingly
most difficult, if not aporetical – situation
described. The insight that possibly could be
gained by doing so could show us either a
sure way out of a situation that seems to be
without issue, or, in the worst case, perhaps
even convince us that there is no escape at
all. Here the second way will be chosen.

4.1 The basis of understanding
and the hierarchy of levels

It is well known that all linguistic data are
interpreted data – ‘raw’, uninterpreted data
simply do not exist in the domain of lan-
guage. Alphabetic written language, for in-
stance, has passed through a writing sys-
tem that prescribes word boundaries, ortho-
graphy, and a punctuation that needed un-
derstanding and the syntactic analysis of
what was to be written.

Unfortunately, the same thing holds for
taped live discussions – irrespective of our
being active participants or linguistic ob-
servers. We have to apprehend and to under-
stand what is being said. This holds all the
more for transcribed texts. In order to take
just one example: witness the intricate prob-
lem of silence in a dialogue. To which one
of two or more persons engaged in a dia-
logue or a polylogue are we to ascribe si-
lence? (The problem is far from being trivial
since silence conveys meaning; cf. Meise
1996; Bakhtin 1979/1986: 68f.). Transcrib-
ing taped language is a hermeneutic act par
excellence.

Now what is the basis of our interpreta-
tions? A good example is provided by the
way we process visual information. Look-
ing out of a window into a garden and onto
a neighboring forest, I think I am perfectly
aware of where I am and of what I see.
Nevertheless, the sheer quantity of visual
information makes it impossible for me to
truly see, i.e. to consciously perceive all and
in any detail. What I am conscious of is only
a quite small part of the overall informa-
tion. This is why any illusionist or magician
whatever has a more than easy job with all
of us, although we perfectly know that they
cheat us.

What we see is first of all what we ex-

pect to see, and perhaps a small amount of
truly new information, for instance some-
thing that ‘is going on’ or ‘is happening’
– in terms of Gestalt psychology this is the
known phenomenon of the ‘Gestalt’ that al-
ways appears before a ‘Hintergrund’ (the
figure - ground pattern). All the rest is not
seen as tokens, but – at the most – as
types. The reduction of enormous amounts
of information to ‘communicative genres’,
‘types’, ‘scripts’, ‘frames’, ‘schemes’, ‘pat-
terns’, ‘roles’, is the secret of human inform-
ation processing (→ art. 3, § 2.1 as to the
implications for social action and our under-
standing of ‘world’; as to the role of ‘contex-
tualization’→ art. 35, § 4.3).

Apart from proper nouns, the signs we
use in language are types, too. This is why
we can even handle complex textual inform-
ation, interpreting and understanding it in
the framework of a certain utterance type
fixing for instance the truth values that will
hold (the relation to ‘reality’ is thoroughly
different in anovelor a tale as opposed to
a judgementor abalance, thus showing that
the utterance type has consequences for the
interpretation of its components.)

In a more general way, this can be for-
mulated as one of the central insights of
phenomenology as outlined e.g. by Edmund
Husserl in 1901. Husserl speaks of the rela-
tionship holding between Parts and Wholes
(41928: § 24). In our perception, there is an
ascending hierarchy (‘Stufenfolge’) ofpar-
tial wholes(‘Teilganze’), each of them be-
ing a whole as concerns the level(s) beneath
and only a part with respect to the level(s)
above. In this hierarchy (relatively) stable
and (relatively) unstable contents always
blend into larger partial wholes giving rise
to a surplus called ‘Einheitsmoment’ in the
wording of Husserl, or to a ‘Gestaltqualität’
– this is the term used by Christian v. Ehren-
fels, who ‘invented’ Gestalt theory in a sem-
inal article published in 1890. This unify-
ing element has its base in a relationship
of one-sided or mutual foundation (‘einsei-
tige’, ‘wechselseitige Fundierung’) between
the parts and the newly emerged whole. (A
head/modifier-relation can be seen as a re-
lation of ‘one-sided foundation’, the two
parts of anif-then-correlation would be an
example of the relationship called ‘mutual
foundation’.)
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In a quite abstract way:

“Stücke sind wesentlich mittelbare oder
fernere Teile des Ganzen, dessen Stücke
sie sind, wenn sie mit anderern Stücken
durch verbindende Formen zu Ganzen geei-
nigt sind, die selbst wieder durch neuartige
Formen Ganze höherer Ordnung konstitu-
ieren.” (Husserl41928: 280.)

In the meantime, this view has been
amply confirmed by all we know about the
neural basis of visual perception. It is clear
that the same view can be applied to speech
production and perception (cf. e.g. Spinicci
1992; MacKevitt (ed.) 1996; Hubel 1995;
Milner & Goodale 1996.). This approach
had, indeed, an immense impact on structur-
alism (cf. e.g. Holenstein 1976: 13–55).

4.2 A phenomenological per-
spective

The phenomenological perspective is relev-
ant to our problem in a twofold way. (1) In
understanding some of the mechanisms in
human language processing we may regard
as universal (see below § 4.4), and (2) in
understanding the mutual roles of typology
and universalism in an overall conception.

The second aspect still needs a closer
look. The principle holding for visual per-
ception – or for speech perception and pro-
duction – starts from the assumption that
there is a sequence of levels, with some
units on a lower level being integrated into
one new unit on a higher level, giving rise
to the surplus called ‘Einheitsmoment’ or
‘Gestaltqualität’. When we master a lan-
guage, the more the levels under discussion
are inferior, the less are we aware of the pro-
cesses going on. Only when learning a for-
eign language – which slows down all the
otherwise automated tasks – do we become
again aware of such inferior processes of
integrating parts into wholes or, in speech
production, of taking conceptual wholes to
linguistic pieces. It is clear that the relation
holding between such parts and wholes can
be described as ‘partshaving a function(or
a role) in a larger whole’.

Now, whenever we try to theoretically un-
derstand a complex matter, we use an ap-
proach similar to the one described – with
one crucial difference, though: The more we

ascend on the scale of theoretical levels, the
less are we aware of the existence of such
levels. (Some of us might even deny the pos-
sibility of their existence.) Witness the prob-
lems normal human beings have with the
concept oflangue(see above § 2), or wit-
ness the endeavors of the Bourbaki group
of mathematicians to create a level encom-
passing different branches of their discip-
line.

The advantage is, nevertheless, that once
we have found such a level encompassing
units of a lower level, we are able to gain
what is called ‘insight’, for instance the in-
sight into certain principles holding for a
whole range of phenomena one would oth-
erwise have seen as being different. An ex-
ample that is well-known among linguists
are politeness phenomena. Although their
manifestations differ from language to lan-
guage and from culture to culture, they
can be mapped onto universally holding
mechanisms of facework (Brown/Levinson
[1974] 1987 following Erwing Goffman).
And very often they even leave deep traces
in grammaticalization and in grammar (see
below § 5.2.1).

4.3 Concepts vs. Significations

In the eyes of Aristotle, this search for uni-
versals was, incidentally, what made the dif-
ference between a true ‘science’ (epist̄em̄e)
and a discipline that is only opinion-based
(doxa): a science, apart from being reason-
able, has to have a subject common to man-
kind and to rely on principles holding for all
of us (Posterior Analytics, c. 33; 88 b 30ff.).
This is why, instead of writing some more
artes grammaticae, the mediaeval School-
men called Modists, starting from the ob-
servation of LATIN , eventually created what
can be seen as the outlines of a truegram-
matica universalis, largely transcending the
original conception of a description of parts
of speech by the foundation of a new, addi-
tional syntactic component termed ‘diasyn-
thetica’ (Raible 1987).

One of their special merits in this field is
the clear distinction between the domains of
CONCEPTSandSIGNIFICATIONS: concepts,
with their specificmodi intelligendi, origin-
ate by a first act of mental imprinting in per-
ception (prima impositio), whereas signific-
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Figure 1.3 Sign model of the Modists
cf. Raible 1987.

ations with the specificmodi significandiof
the respective word classes only originate in
a subsequentsecunda impositio– a process
incidentally calledduplex articulatio, how-
ever in a sense different from the one the
term has after André Martinet (cf. e.g. Ro-
sier 1983; Meier-Oeser 1997: 992f.; Wörner
1997: 1055f.;→ art. 14, § 4; the only point
where we should refrain from getting in-
spired by the Modists is the idea that the
modi essendiof a res are reflected by the
modi intelligendi– this is why the doctrine
was also termedgrammatica speculativa).

Figure 1.3

Thus the Modists established a clear distinc-
tion between a realm of concepts supposed
to hold for all of us, and the domain of sig-
nifications, linked tovoces, i.e. to signs used
by the speakers of historical languages.

Another achievement of Modist thinking
was a characterization of parts of speech we
would nowadays call prototypical. They all
have a key function – nouns expressing e.g.
themodus esse, i.e. the mode of things that
exist, verbs themodus fieri, i.e. the mode of
processes. But given the multifold charac-
ter of reality and the limited number of parts
of speech, many contents are grammatically
treated “as if” they belonged to a certain
category – like LATIN nemoor nullus sig-
nifying ‘no one’ while having the linguistic
form of something that exists, i.e. themodus
esse. Ideas similar to Modist thinking may
be found e.g. in Croft 1991: 101ff.;→ art.

54.

The fact that for instance speakers en-
gaged in verbal periphrases (like SPAN-
ISH sigue hablando, ENGLISH I will come,
FRENCH j’ai fini de parler) – well-known
for eventually transforming verbal systems –
throughout the world draw on the same con-
cepts, does indeed speak in favour of basic
concepts common to all of us:COME, GO,
BEGIN, START, CONTINUE, TERMINATE,
GET, TAKE , GIVE, MAKE , HEAR, SEE, and
the like. (cf. e.g. Raible 1996; Wierzbicka
1996; Casad (ed.). 1996;→ articles 85; 86;
87; cf. below § 5.2). Such concepts – apart
from ‘hear’ and ‘see’ they are accessible as
well to deaf or even blind children – make
possible the ‘bootstrapping’ necessary to the
acquisition of our first language, be it as
speakers or as signers.

Only later in the process of ontogen-
esis does the evolution of our conceptually
and our linguistically based systems become
more intertwined (Vygotskij 1962), com-
plicating things a lot. Nevertheless, there is
good neurological evidence for the separa-
tion of what is popularly called ‘thought and
language’ (see below § 4.5).

Hence, the key for the problems outlined
above in § 3 could lie in looking for and,
above all, in findingthe conceptual level(s)
beyond thelangue-level of one or more his-
torical languages. It is, among other things,
the crucial question of thetertium compara-
tionis.
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4.4 Tertia comparationis: What
is common to languages?

Given the problems shown in § 3, it goes
without saying that any ‘reasonable’ typo-
logizing – that is taking into account the
caveat put forward by Kant, cited in the epi-
graph to this article, and taking into account
the criteria Aristotle formulated for the dif-
ference between an ‘art’ and true ‘science’
(§ 4.3) – has to start from atertiumcommon
to more than one language. In the wording
of Wilhelm von Humboldt:

“Die lichtvolle Erkennung der Verschie-
denheit erfordert etwas Drittes, nämlich
ungeschwächt gleichzeitiges Bewusstseyn
der eigenen und fremden Sprachform. Dies
aber setzt in seiner Klarheit voraus, dass
man zu dem höheren Standpunkt, dem bei-
de untergeordnet sind, gelangt sey, und er-
wacht auch dunkel erst recht da, wo schein-
bar gänzliche Verschiedenheit es auf den er-
sten Anblick gleich unmöglich macht, das
Fremde sich, und sich dem Fremden zu as-
similiren.” (Humboldt 1829/1963: 156).

Here usually two approaches are distin-
guished:

(a) The construction of atertiumta for the
languagesLa

1 . . . La
n, the construction

of a tertiumtb for the languagesLb
1 . . .

Lb
n, etc. Then, on the basis ofta andtb,

the construction of atertium t
âb

com-
mon to both groups of languages, and
so on. This would be the classical way
of induction.

In case we confined ourselves to ater-
tium holding only for ‘partial’ systems
of languagesLa

1 . . . La
n instead, we

would have to make the tacit assump-
tion that we know what the partial sys-
tems common to all languages are, that
is we would shift the problem, begging
the question into the bargain.

Partisans of this approach usually re-
frain from formulating ‘universals of
language’ because, in their opinion, the
empirical basis is too small. At any
rate there is not the slightest basis for
a distinction between e.g. ‘absolute’
vs. ‘statistical’ universals (as origin-
ally proposed by Greenberg) in this ap-
proach (→ e.g. art. 26, § 3.1).

(b) Partisans of the other approach are
starting, in an axiomatic way, from
what is thought to be common to all
languages, i.e. fromessential univer-
salsof ‘language’. These are properties
no language could lack without losing
its status as a language. ‘Axiomatic’ is
used here in the sense it originally had
in Ancient Greek mathematics (Sza-
bó 1960): an assumption I start from
(Greekaxióō means ‘in my opinionthis
is true’), not the eternal truth of the
well-known God’s Truth discussion in
linguistics.

It goes without saying that plausibil-
ity is not harmful in this case; this is
why we draw on the (phenomenolo-
gical) insights gained in the discussion
of the principles of human perception
(see above § 4.1).

(c) It is clear that both ways, the inductive
and the deductive one (one of its forms
is called ‘onomasiological’), may be –
and as often are – combined in what
Charles Sanders Peirce called ‘abduc-
tion’. Peirce aimed his theory of ab-
duction (“studying facts and devising a
theory to explain them” – Collected Pa-
pers 5.145; 171) to be a “logic of dis-
covery”. Good examples of this third
way are Hansjakob Seiler and Gilbert
Lazard (→ articles 27; 28).

As to the second way to findtertia: In a
famous article of 1960, Charles Hockett out-
lined a series of principles that could in part
be regarded as such essentials in the sense
of (b). In 1974, Eugenio Coseriu has formu-
lated five essential universals in a perhaps
less known contribution.

HOCKETT COSERIU

1 Semanticity Semanticity
2 Interchan-

geability
Otherness (‘Alteri-
tät’): Language is
directed to others

3 Productivity Creativity
4 Historicity:

Languages are sub-
ject to change

5 Common
Channel

Exteriority:
Language material-
izes, it has to be ‘ex-
teriorized’
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A sixth essential, having an intermediate po-
sition between the first group and the fol-
lowing one, was suggested in 1988 by Wulf
Oesterreicher.

HOCKETT OESTERREICHER

6 partially im-
plied in:
Discreteness

‘Discoursivity’:
Something we want
to ‘exteriorize’ has
to be broken into
pieces and to be lin-
earized

to stattte

To the five essential universals we can add
some further ones, this time not principles
whose absence would deprive language of
its essence. Interestingly enough, human
languages share most of them with genetics
(→ art. 8, § 4.2).

LANGUAGE GENETICS

7 DOUBLE ARTICULATION or DU-
ALITY (also in Hockett)

8 ARBITRARINESS

of signs (also in
Hockett)

Holds to a
large extent
even for
Genetics

9 RECURSIVITY

(also in Hockett)
see art. 8, §
4.7.

10 As a rule, simple
and complexSIGNS

REFER TO TYPES

[direct ‘ref-
erence’ in-
stead]

Hockett still adds Displacement, meaning
what Karl Bühler termed ‘situationsent-
bundenes Sprechen’, i.e. one of the manifest
differences between human an animal lan-
guage (animals do not communicate about
past or future, at least not in the way humans
do).

Neither Principle 7 (Double Articulation)
nor Principle 8 (Arbitrariness of signs) are
essential properties of a language on the
level of the essentials 1 to 5. As regards Ar-
bitrariness, the example of sign languages
shows, at least in a first phase, a con-
siderable amount of iconicity (→ art. 10;
as to iconicity in general→ art. 30) that
tends to dwindle, though, when a sign lan-
guage develops into a more complex lan-
guage system (like e.g. American Sign Lan-
guage [ASL] with its origins in 18th century
French Sign Language).

Principles 11 to 16 are – theoretically –
based on the considerations made on the

subject of Parts and Wholes, implement-
ing the Discoursivity (Discreteness) prin-
ciple (6). Their relevance to linguistics will
be self-evident. Again, they hold for both
linguistics and genetics.

LANGUAGE & GENETICS

11 Two DIFFERENTK INDS of signs:
‘Signs proper’ and ‘Signs organiz-
ing other signs’

12 DIFFERENT CLASSES as well of
‘Signs proper’ as of ‘Signs organ-
izing signs’

13 Principle of HIERARCHY

14 Principle ofCOMBINATORIAL

RULESused to merge types of Sign
Classes (Principle 12) with types
of Sign Kinds (Principle 11) into
larger, hierarchically higher units,
i.e. complex signs (Principle 13)

15 Linking the principles of hier-
archy (13) and of combinator-
ial rules (14): WHOLES ARE AL-
WAYS MORE THAN THE SUM OF

THEIR PARTS (‘Einheitsmoment’,
‘Gestaltqualität’)

16 Some of the complex signs cre-
ated by combinatorial rules (Prin-
ciple 14) arePRIVILEGED UNITS

that are more ‘stable’ or independ-
ent than others

As one can easily see, Principles 6
through 16 can – to a large extent – be inter-
preted as the more concrete shape Principles
1 to 5 may take by implementation.

Three examples will show different as-
pects arising from these principles and their
combination.

4.4.1 Accentuating Semanticity

The principle of Semanticity (1), together
with the principle of Privileged Units (16),
makes clear why certain signs – simple and
complex ones – have a particular status: they
correspond e.g. to perceptually privileged
types ofdesignata. On a lower level of hier-
archy, such privileged signs correspond to
types of discrete entities (e.g. objects, per-
sons), taking shape inword-signs and in fea-
tures as often linked to them: perfectivity vs.
imperfectivity, telic vs. non-telic, stative vs.
non-stative, etc.; on a higher level, they re-
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late to events, situations, i.e. to types of con-
figurations of persons and/or objects, linked
for instance in a common activity. Linguist-
ically, they are grouped around the highly
unstable and unsaturated categoryverb. On
a still higher level, we encounter utterance
types (above § 1.1) as instances of relatively
stable units.

On the two last-mentioned levels, events
and utterance types, terms such aspro-
position, sentence, situation, ‘Sachverhalt’,
speech act, face threatening act, scheme,
frame, script, actancy, valency, semantic
role, ϑ-role, come into play. Interestingly
enough, most of them are units considered
as basic by text theory and psychological
studies of text production and text pro-
cessing (→ art. 11, § 2.2).

4.4.2 Accentuating formal aspects

The essential of Discoursivity (or Discrete-
ness of units in the wording of Hockett),
together with the essentials of Otherness
and Exteriority, relate, among other things,
to the principle of the two Kinds of Signs
(11): One of the fundamental problems to
be solved in speech communication is that
all a speaker intends to communicate has
to be broken down into smaller signs, and
that these discrete units have to be linear-
ized in the act of speaking. This has to be
done in a way that allows for hearers (the
representatives of Otherness) to reconstruct
the intended whole from a series of scattered
parts. Since only two neighboring elements
can be immediately merged, and since this
is certainly not sufficient to construct com-
plex signs by combinatorial rules (witness
the phenomenon of discontinuous linguistic
entities or the case of the FRENCH judge-
ment, above § 2), there exist two kinds of
signs (or sign components): those that dir-
ectly transport pieces of semantic informa-
tion, and others whose primary task is put-
ting together, on the different levels of hier-
archy, linearized parts that belong together.

Linguistically, this gives rise to the
whole apparatus ofsyntax, word classes,
morphemes, syntagms, clauses, constitu-
ency, dependency, congruence, agreement,
government, binding, heads, dependents,
head-marking, dependent-marking, modifi-
ers, modi significandi accidentales, and the

like.

4.4.3 Other aspects

The principle of Creativity or Productivity
(3) is implemented, among other things, by
the principles of Reference to Types (10)
and Combinatorial Rules (14), such that –
together with the rest of the principles 11 to
16 – the outcome will always satisfy prin-
ciple 15, with the resulting Whole being
more than the sum of its Parts.

In another sense, these principles mani-
fest themselves in a compartmentalization
of linguistic tasks. The principle of Double
Articulation (7) allows us to – theoretic-
ally – distinguish Phonology from all the
rest. The principles of ‘Discoursivity’ (6),
of Otherness (2), and of Reference to Types
(10) lead to socially ratified utterance types
as well as to grammatical paradigms.

4.5 Evidence coming from neigh-
boring disciplines

If it were only for these principles – the
five essential and the eleven implementa-
tional ones – languages could and would
be far more different than they actually are.
One reason why they are less different than
should be expected could be that some of
these principles are ‘wired’ into our brains
in a specific manner. This should not come
as a surprise: evolution tends to draw on
strategies that have proved successful. This
is why the ‘phenomenological’ principle of
Hierarchy (13) may be seen as holding for
all kinds of perception (cf. Riedl 1989: 220–
43; see above § 4.1).

As regards word classes for instance, the
opposition between ‘verbs’ and ‘nouns’ (→
art. 38) – irrespective of the differences we
encounter in the systems of different nat-
ural languages – corresponds, indeed, to an
opposition between entities our conceptual
apparatus is programmed to recognize (see
above § 3). The area of our brain named
after Carl Wernicke is above all devoted to
assigning to and retrieving meaning (con-
cepts) from signs that refer to types of dis-
crete entities. Concepts referring to types of
situations and actions are linked, by an asso-
ciative network, to the area named after Paul
Broca (→ art. 9).
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When we speak, the task of the Broca area
is to break complex ideas (corresponding for
instance to what we would call a ‘propos-
ition’ or even to larger entities) down into
smaller units which have to be linearized
and grammatically tagged in real time; when
we hear, this area does the real time analysis
(“parsing”) of the grammatically tagged in-
coming series of signs and the successive
synthesis into a coherent structure, to which
a complex meaning can be assigned.

As is shown by event-related brain po-
tential (ERP) measures, the two phases can
be clearly distinguished by changes in po-
tential (typically 200 and 400 msec after
the onset); this holds true also for a third
phase necessary in unclear cases where a
top-down reanalysis has to be carried out.
Each one of these parsing phases, initial
bottom up and secondary top down ana-
lysis, is subserved by distinct brain systems
(cf. Friederici 1997; 1997a; Friederici & al.
1998; Friederici & al. 1999; Hahne & al.
1999; Meyer & al. 2000.).

There is cerebral evidence not only as re-
gards the different content types – ‘verbs’,
types of ‘nouns’ being, e.g., retrieved from
different brain areas – but also for the cereb-
ral difference between the concepts and
their linguistic implementation, reflecting
the Modistic distinction between ‘concepts’
and ‘significations’ [above Figure 1.3]; cf.
Grabowski & al. 1998; Tranel & al. 1997
and 1997a; Damasio & al. 1993; 1992;
Friederici & al. 2000.

In the case of numbers and their cereb-
ral representation, there is evidence suggest-
ing that animals, young infants and adults
possess a biologically determined, domain-
specific representation of number and of
elementary arithmetic operations based on
language-independent concepts. This is in-
directly confirmed for instance by Susan
Schaller (1991): her deaf-mute pupil dubbed
Ildefonso who – at age 27 – had not even
come into contact with sign language, let
alone phonetic or written language, had no
problems with elementary arithmetic and
with number concepts. As is also well-
known, exact arithmetic is, on the other
hand, acquired in a language-specific format
transferring even poorly to a different lan-
guage (Dehaene & al. 1998; 1999).

In order not to suggest too close a link-

age between the genetic basis and phenom-
ena we regard as typical for our natural lan-
guages, a caveat is in order, though: There
are speakers whose first language is one of
the sign languages deaf people use. In this
case, the Broca area does exactly the same
job it does in vocal speech: it parses and
combines units into larger units in percep-
tion, and it analyses and linearizes them in
the process of sign production. This is true
for native signers, native speakers (of ENG-
LISH in this case) and speakers of both a sign
language (ASL) and ENGLISH (cf., based
on functional magnetic resonance imaging:
Bavelier & al. 1998; Neville & al. 1998;
1997; cf. also Poizner & al. 1987.).

This means that the basic faculty of com-
bining parts into wholes, and of analyzing
wholes into parts, is in principle independ-
ent of the quality of the signs at issue: vo-
cal speech, written language, or language
consisting of signs made by hand, gesture
or facial expression (→ art. 10, where also
some differences, mostly due to the modal-
ities of signing, are outlined). Nevertheless,
it stands to reason that, in the case of sign
languages, the input – before reaching the
Broca area – has to be processed in a differ-
ent way, implicating in this case large parts
of the right hemisphere that are less active in
vocal or even written language processing.

It should perhaps be mentioned that the
‘wiring’ of concepts and processes into our
brain cannot, as a rule, currently be shown
by direct physiological evidence, for in-
stance by a detailed view on the function-
ing of particular neural networks. (There ex-
ist computer simulations, though.) At the
moment, most assumptions are based on
the indirect or mediated evidence given by
an increased regional blood flow in activ-
ated cerebral areas (positron emission tomo-
graphy [PET] with an extremely low res-
olution in time, magnetic resonance ima-
ging [MRI]) or, in addition, by changes in
the paramagnetic properties of hemoglobin,
depending on its oxygenation state (func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging [fMRI],
a method with, in the meantime, high tem-
poral and spatial resolution). Other indirect
evidence stems from changes in potential
due to the firing of neuronal networks in cer-
tain brain areas (event-related brain poten-
tial [ERP], electroencephalography [EEG]).
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The generally indirect evidence we en-
counter in this domain has its consequences.
Whenever a neurophysiologist working on
the level of neural tissue is asked for her or
his opinion about the basis of cognitive pro-
cesses, one is likely to hear an agnosticnon
liquetor “we don’t know anything for sure”,
while neuroscientists or neuropsychologists
– with their top down view – are much
more prone to theorizing on the basis of
their observations and findings. A mediation
between the two perspectives should always
take into account the above-mentioned Prin-
ciple 15 (in the domain of Life Wholes are
always more than the sum of their Parts; cf.
above § 4.4; cf. also art. 8, § 4.2 as regards
the bridging between ‘matter’ and ‘mind’).

5 Advantages of the uni-
versalist view

What is the answer given by the universal-
ist approach to the problems raised in § 3?
In spite of the evidence coming from adja-
cent fields of research (aphasiology, neur-
olinguistics, genetics; see above § 4.5), the
considerations outlined in § 4.4 seem to be
rather general. Of what use are they, then?

The use lies, first of all, in the possibility
of epistemologically classifying approaches
to language typology and to language uni-
versals, and recognizing what their respect-
ive bases are. It permits us, then, to formu-
late tasks to be fulfilled and problems to be
solved, and hence the comparison of the dif-
ferent implementations of an identical task
in different languages. This is to say that it
provides the necessarytertium.

5.1 Enhancing the formal as-
pects

Noam Chomsky’s approach – as instantiated
in the Minimalist Hypothesis – starts from a
concept of the modularity of Mind, separat-
ing the semantico-conceptual module from
the formal-syntactic one. His approach em-
phasizes the aspects outlined above in §
4.4.2. It starts from the assumption of a uni-
versal Logical Form already ‘wired’ into the
brains of children. Differences between lan-
guages are assumed to result from the fact

that the principles presupposed by Univer-
sal Grammar are not equally strong in the
input coming from different languages. This
leads to different linearizations and types of
expression once the Logical Form has to be
transposed into a real chain of phonological,
lexical etc. items (→ art. 24).

In a certain sense, this echoes the discus-
sions on word order in French Enlighten-
ment. Since FRENCH word order with the
subject in the first place and the predicate
following was conceived of as the universal
logical form (inspired by Aristotelian logic),
some put forward the idea that e.g. Cicero,
before speaking or writing a sentence in the
LATIN way, had to have conceived of it in
the FRENCH one (→ art. 19, § 3.2.2).

Another approach was proposed by Klaus
Heger. It is based on three principles: An as-
cending scale of ever more complex signs
(‘Signemränge’), a corresponding dynamic
conception of signs not restricted to words,
finally a form of representation called ‘Ak-
tantenmodelle’. Their canonical form is a
two place predicator that attributes a ‘re-
lator’ to an ‘actant’. (In case the relator has
more than one place, the number of actants –
under the heading of a pro-actant – may be
augmented.) Relators can only be continu-
ous concepts, the most important ones being
the temporal and the causal relator. It can
easily be seen that Heger was not inspired
by traditional Aristotelian logic, but by pre-
dicate logic or its linguistic homologue, de-
pendency grammar.

The ‘noematic’tertiumcreated by Heger
allows the analysis and the description of
entire texts, not only propositions, thus en-
compassing far more than the Minimalist
Hypothesis. Nonetheless, it was only de-
signed as atertium for the comparison of
languages, with Heger never claiming a
transitus ab intellectu ad remin the sense
that all – or even some – of its components
had a basis in the psychophysical ‘reality’
of speech production and reception (→ art.
25). It is evident, though, that the conception
is close to universalist positions, and it does
not come as a surprise that it is echoed, e.g.,
in the UNITYP or the RIVALC approaches
(→ articles 27; 28).
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5.2 Starting the conceptual way

Universalistic approaches may differ in the
importance they attribute to the principle of
Semanticity. Speakers start from the ideas,
the concepts or intentions they want to com-
municate, and hearers retranslate the chain
of sounds and words they perceive into ideas
or concepts. Why, then, not start from the
conceptual side? Most radical in this sense is
William Croft (1991). This givesfunctiona
most prominent place in typology. One ma-
jor advantage is that in doing so we may
define, astertia, identical tasks languages
have to cope with. One of them will serve
as a first example.

5.2.1 Tasks on the level of propositions
and above

Both the partisans of an inductive way – as
represented e.g. by the well-known contri-
bution Joseph H. Greenberg made in 1963
(→ art. 23) – and the followers of axiomatic
views have underlined the importance con-
stituent ordering has in propositions. What
has been considered above in § 4.4 shows
that in doing so, typologists implicitly or
explicitly start from the following assump-
tions:

1. that there is a Privileged Unit (Principle
16) called proposition;

2. that it is essentially made up of
units centering around two basic Word
Classes (Principle 12), viz. nominals
and verbals;

3. that a verb is an unstable, ‘unsaturated’
unit having valency, thus enabling a
certain number of nominals to be –
conceptually and linguistically – linked
to it;

4. that valency may range from 0 to 3, de-
pending on the verbal concept at stake,
and that bi-valency is a frequent con-
stellation;

5. that there are Combinatorial Rules
(principle 14) allowing for the partial
wholes or components – dubbed e.g.
X,Y,Z,V – to merge into a higher unit
thanks to Signs Organizing Signs (12)
that mark the syntactic role they play in
the higher unit;

6. that, given the principles of Semanti-
city and of Signs Referring to Types
(Principles 1 and 10), there are con-
ceptual roles corresponding to the syn-
tactic ones, yielding concepts such as
actor, patient, beneficiary, etc.

This is tantamount to saying that this kind
of investigation, while often thought to be
purely ‘typological’ or even ‘descriptive’, is
necessarily based on a whole series of (un-
avoidable) universalist prerequisites.

Based on the commontertiumconstituted
by these assumptions – essentially ater-
tium linked to what linguists call the task
of forming propositions – one can, indeed,
define types: first of all types according to
the linear order the constituents {X,Y,Z,V}
have in (certain kinds of) propositions. This
alone has led to the formulation of a series
of ‘implicational’ universals put forward by
Greenberg and others (→ articles 23; 64).
But, above all, thoughts given to this topic
and successive observations across a great
variety of languages led to types according
to the mapping of conceptual roles onto syn-
tactic ones, and to the use that is made to this
end of Signs Organizing Signs (Principle 11;
morphemes, position).

That this mapping, together with constitu-
ent ordering, must be important is shown
by the fact that very often speakers of
languages have special means permitting
them to change both this order and the
mapping of conceptual roles onto syntactic
ones that is linked to it. The respective
devices are calleddiatheses: like ‘active’,
‘passive’, ‘middle’, ‘antipassive’, ‘causat-
ive’, ‘experiencer-diathesis’.

While implementing the same conceptual
‘roles’, languages may considerably differ
in the way they mark and order the constitu-
ents of propositions. In this context, typolo-
gists most often speak e.g. of ‘accusative’,
‘ergative’, and as often ‘mixed’ languages
(→ art. 26, § 3.2; art. 28, § 4; articles 37;
125).

There is an immense body of linguistic
data and a great number of studies by now
that are devoted to the mapping of con-
ceptual roles onto syntactic ones. The only
problem is that, whereas syntactic roles are
easy to define given their limited number
and definite formal properties, conceptual
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roles, their number and their definition tend
to be subject to discussion among linguists
(cf. e.g. Croft 1991: 155ff.). Here the idea of
prototypicality proves helpful, as does tak-
ing into account the meaning of the respect-
ive verb (cf. Koch 1981). The broad activit-
ies on this sector manifest themselves in the
present handbook:→ e.g. art. 2, § 3.1; art.
26, § 2; articles 28; 37; 66–70.

This example demonstrates the import-
ance typologists attribute to a typology
based on thetertiumconstituted by the task
of forming propositions. Speakers of lan-
guages have indeed multifold, often gram-
maticalized possibilities of ordering the ele-
ments in propositions. To these one may add
the technique of clefting, allowing, among
other things, a freer ordering of elements
where the order of actants is relatively fixed.

Another example on the level of proposi-
tions are studies on relativization as carried
out e.g. by Edward Keenan and Bernard
Comrie (1977) or Christian Lehmann
(1984). Contrary to the opinion of some
scholars, their basis is not only semantic,
but also conceptual.

If we ask ourselves why speakers create
so many different techniques, the answer is
that phenomena such as František Daneš’s
Functional Sentence Perspective are not
ends in themselves, but one of the means
allowing for speakers to link a sequence
of propositions in a way that serves the
interests of hearers and speakers (→ art.
45). ‘Pragmatic’ and ‘textual’ issues add
to the purely ‘syntactic’ ones, provid-
ing us with the means to linguistically
express ‘Relevance’ (Sperber & Wilson
11986/1995). Propositions are, indeed, only
partial wholes having themselves a function
in higher units that originate by linking and
merging propositions into utterance types
(see above § 2).

Another universal cognitive prerequisite
permanently translated into linguistic forms
is a scheme first proposed by James Har-
ris (Harris 1751). Humans use it in or-
der to conceptualize another view on ‘ac-
tions’, viz. ‘action’ conceived of as a se-
quence of at most five phases. It starts with a
PRE-INITIAL phase followed by theINITIAL

one; next are theMIDDLE or PROGRESSIVE

phase, i.e. an action just going on, then the
TERMINAL phase, that is an action coming
to its end, and finally thePOST-TERMINAL

phase, the concept of an action seen from
beyond its end.

Now speakers tend to highlight one of
these phases in their propositions, and ac-
cording to the phase that is being expressed,
the verb forms can be attributed to different
AKTIONSARTEN. Since they were first de-
scribed for POLISH by Sigurd Agrell (1908),
there exists an enormous amount of termino-
logy in this sector, more often than not even
mixing up ‘aspect’ and ‘Aktionsart’ (there
may be affinities between aspects [‘imper-
fectivity’ and ‘perfectivity’] and Aktionsar-
ten, but the two categories should be kept
distinct; cf. for an overview Iturrioz 1993).
All five phases may be expressed either by
‘simple’ verbs, by prefixes, preverbs etc. –
or by verbal periphrases which are them-
selves common starting points for grammat-
icalization: with the pre-initial phase giv-
ing rise, for instance, to new future forms,
whereas the post-terminal one usually ends
up in new perfects (cf. for instance Bybee &
al. 1994; Lehmann 1995: 29–32.).

In this context, speakers all over the world
tend to use the same verbal concepts in
order to paraphrase the respective phases
(cf. above § 4.3): for instance epistemic or
modal concepts (WILL , SHALL , TO HAVE

TO), verbs of movement (TO GO) in order to
express the pre-initial or the terminal phase
(like the FRENCH typeje vais venir, je viens
de chanter; cf. Radden 1996 for an overview
over COME and GO); the middle or ‘pro-
gressive’ phase can be expressed by con-
cepts such asTO BE, TO STAND, TO LIE, TO

CONTINUE, plus a nominalized verb form
such as in SPANISH está cantando, sigue
cantandoor its ENGLISH equivalents/he
is singing; for the terminal phase, we find
paraphrases such as SPANISH acaba de can-
tar, literally ‘s/he terminates singing’; the
post-terminal phase is usually paraphrased
by concepts such asTO HAVE, TO BE FIN-
ISHED WITH (cf. the LATIN typeCaesar le-
giones habebat coactas‘for Cesar the le-
gions were contracted ones’; we may find
as well equivalents of the FRENCH type j’ai
fini de faire qchthat gave rise to perfects
and perfectives in French based CREOLES;
cf. Michaelis 1993).
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An equally well-known case is the
concept TO TAKE frequently used as the
first element in verb series in order to
express the initial phase (often we have to
take something before we can do something
with it). This occurs even in languages
to which verbal series in the strict sense
are alien such as to most European ones:
cf. the SPANISH type tomo y me voy‘I
start going’ (literally ‘I take and go’), a
type of expression which is not restricted
to SPANISH but can be found in many
European languages as was shown in great
detail by Coseriu (Coseriu 1966).

A last example of a both conceptual
and functional approach, this time based on
both pragmatics and concepts, are polite-
ness phenomena. Here, the universal mech-
anisms are identical: the dignity of the per-
son addressed has to be augmented in the
eyes of others (“positive face” in terms of
Brown/Levinson 1987), whereas the speaker
himself is submissive (e.g. “your humble
servant”); at the same time the act of intru-
sion into the personal sphere of the person
addressed has to be mitigated, usually by all
kinds of indirectness, e.g. by special moods
(“negative face”;→ art. 35, § 3.5).

SPANISH and its LATIN AMERICAN vari-
eties are good examples of one of the ef-
fects both strategies can have on gram-
mar:Vuestra Merced(‘Your Grace’), which
today has becomeUsted, is the polite form
of address, using the indirect third person
instead of the second one; in large parts of
Latin America the polite addressvos (ori-
ginally 2PL) has replaced the too direct form
tú 2SG, making the paradigm ‘irregular’ at
the same time:

LATIN AMER-
ICAN SPANISH

EUROPEAN

SPANISH

‘I sing’ etc. ‘I sing’ etc.
1SG (yo) canto (yo) canto
2SG (vos) cantá(i)s (tú) cantas
3SG (él/Usted) canta (él/Usted) canta
1PL (nosotros) can-

tamos
(nosotros) can-
tamos

2PL (Ustedes)
cantan

(vosotros) can-
tais

3PL (Ustedes)
cantan

(ellos/Ustedes)
cantan

Another well-known example are JAPAN-
ESE honorifics (cf. Prideaux 1970; Lewin
1959: §§ 62; 68; 138f.; 167f.).

5.2.2 Tasks beneath the level of propos-
itions

Let us take another example of a different
solution to an identical problem: Speakers
of all languages have to apprehend and to
linguistically process real world objects – a
task giving rise to another privileged unit
(above Principle 14), nouns. When cross-
linguistically observing the techniques ap-
plied to this task, one may formulate a scale
of possibilities. It ranges fromABSTRAC-
TION (making nouns out of the content
of propositions), overCOLLECTION (e.g.
‘a flock of birds’), MASS AND MEASURE

(‘an ounce of gold’),CLASSIFICATION BY

VERBS, NOUN CLASSIFICATION, CLASSI-
FICATION BY ARTICLES, NUMERAL CLAS-
SIFICATION, to NAMEGIVING (cf. Seiler
1986).

Speakers of different languages choose
different techniques, but never all of them.
Classification of objects by different verbs
– mostly in the domain of verbs indic-
ating the position or movement of some-
thing – is a highly elaborate technique in an
ATHABASKAN language like CHIPEWYAN;
GERMAN has a little bit of this ‘exotic’
technique (‘die Kleiderhängen, die Schuhe
stehen, die Unterwäscheliegt im Schrank’,
‘der Kamin sitzt auf dem Dach’, ‘die
Schraubesitzt auf der Mutter’ [‘the screw
is fixed on the nut’]), whereas the feature
is totally alien to ROMANCE LANGUAGES,
which would use the same verb in all the
above cases, e.g. the most simple linguistic
form of the conceptTO BE AT A PLACE.
The same holds e.g. for verbs of movement
where we may distinguish different types of
realization, e.g. ‘verb-framed’ and ‘satellite-
framed’ techniques: In ENGLISH, there is,
e.g., a tendency to use a general verb of
movement liketo walk, adding satellites like
in, out, acrossto it. This results in syntagms
like to walk in or out where a verb-framed
language like SPANISH would have specific
verbs such asentrar, salir, subir, bajaretc.
(Talmy 1985; 1991).

Another example has to do with prin-
ciple 10, Signs Referring to Types. What do
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speakers of languages do in order to refer to
tokens, instead? An answer is given by the
dimension ofIDENTIFICATION of the UNI-
TYP project (→ art. 27, § 3).

The examples show that formulating a
specific task as atertium held universally
valid and looking both for the solutions
found in a variety of languages and the
factors on which the solutions depend is a
powerful tool in so-called functional typo-
logy. The application of this principle seems
to have been particularly successful in Rus-
sian typology (→ art. 2, § 3.1; art. 26, §§
2–4 for convincing examples).

Typically, what functional typology res-
ults in is discovering CONTINUA and
SCALES.

5.3 The emergence of conceptual
continua and linguistic scales

Indeed, once we have formulated an invari-
ant task and observed the cross-linguistic
variance historical languages exhibit, we of-
ten come to discoverCONCEPTUAL CON-
TINUA and LINGUISTIC SCALES that cor-
respond to them. A well-known example is
the hierarchy which is sometimes termed
‘Silverstein’ or ‘Kozinsky hierarchy’ (after
its discoverers, Michael Silverstein or Isaak
Kozinskij; first ideas in this direction may
be found in Hale [1973]), or simply ‘anim-
acy hierarchy’. In terms of phenomenology
or Gestalt psychology, it reflects the sali-
ency of the ‘objects’ we are talking of, the
most important ones being the speech act
persons, then humans in general, animals,
plants, discontinuous and concrete entities,
mass, abstract entities. Here again concepts
are linked to a pragmatic framework.

The effectiveness of such a hierarchy can
be shown for instance in differential ob-
ject marking across a large variety of lan-
guages (→ art. 65). In SPANISH, (gram-
matical) objects are marked either by pos-
ition alone or with an additionala – (veo
a Pedro, ‘I see Pedro’ as opposed toveo
el automóbil‘I see the car’). In SPANISH,
the feature deciding in favour ofa for gram-
matical objects is being a member of the
class of humans, whereas VALLADER , the
version of RHETO-ROMANSH spoken in the
Lower Engadine, only highlights the speech

act persons, or more precisely, the 2nd and
the 3rd one (I am not a salient person to my-
self as a grammatical object). The same an-
imacy scale plays a crucial part in “split er-
gativity”: as was put forward by Isaak Koz-
inskij, ergative case marking exhibits a uni-
versal tendency to implicate nominals of
lower animacy (→ art. 26, § 3.2) – which
gives especially personal pronouns as typ-
ical exponents of humans a particular role
in case marking often commented upon (→
e.g. art. 125, § 4.2.2 as regards the case of
CAUCASIAN LANGUAGES).

In the case of linguistically processing
real world objects (see above § 5.2.2), the
principle underlying the scale of enumerated
techniques is a continuum between ‘predic-
ativity’ and ‘indicativity’. Predicativity is
realized in an optimal way by the technique
of abstraction – likethe pan cooks over→
the cooking over of the pan; indicativity is
optimally realized by proper names which
may nonetheless be expressed as well in a
predicative way – “Dances with Wolves” for
a person or “where they killed each other”
as the HUICHOL version of the toponym
Guerra ‘war’ – thus linking the ends of the
scale into a Möbius-strip. (→ art. 27, § 5.3;
for this kind of proper names→ also art. 41,
§ 7.)

If we try to grasp a phenomenon like the
linguistic scale(s) suggested for the concept
of transitivity (see above § 3.4), it is evident
that one perceptual continuum is projected
onto several linguistic subscales: one being
indeed the nature of the grammatical ‘sub-
ject’ and ‘object’ or, in a more neutral word-
ing, of the actants (animacy hierarchy), an-
other the degree of definiteness of the im-
plied actants, still another tense and/or as-
pect (perfectivity and/or resultativity make
an action more transitive – a fact that may
give rise to ‘split ergativity’ dependent on
tense categories:→ e.g. art. 125, § 4.4), the
thematic or rhematic character of the two
nominal constituents, affirmation/negation,
etc. (Hopper & Thompson 1980; Tsunoda
1985; 1994;→ articles 26; 28, § 7; 125).

This kind of view makes us understand
what at first might look exotic – like
the case of perfectivity/imperfectivity be-
ing expressed by the grammatical object
in FINNISH. The imperfectivity-perfectivity
opposition being one parameter in the con-
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ceptual Whole called ‘transitive proposi-
tion’, its expression can be taken over by
an obligatory constituent different from the
verb, e.g. the Parts representing the pa-
tient or even a form representing the actor
(GUSIILAY , where, again, the animacy con-
tinuum comes into play, the device being re-
stricted in this form to nominals belonging
to classes 1 [humans,SG] and 2 [humans,
PL]; see above § 3.4). “The sheer num-
ber and typological diversity of languages
in which this phenomenon is found argue
strongly that it is by no means marginal.
Rather the possibility that TAM informa-
tion is directly contributed to the clause by
dependent nominal arguments, must be ac-
counted for within any theory of universal
grammar” (Nordlinger & Sadler 2000).

What is crucial for the scales under dis-
cussion is that they reflect the translation of
perceptual or conceptual continua into lin-
guistic forms and features by necessarily in-
troducing cutoffs, turning points and border-
lines: the number of signs, of discrete cat-
egories and word classes is limited accord-
ing to the above Principle 10 (types). – More
scales brought about by exactly this basic
problem may be found in→ art. 38, esp. §§
3 and 4.

Hence, what we observe once we have
engaged in this kind of viewing language
data areCONCEPTUAL CONTINUA and lin-
guistic SCALES that correspond to them –
continua that may manifest themselves in
grammatical distinctions, with the speakers
of different languages grammatically mark-
ing different points in the conceptual con-
tinuum, thus giving rise to differenttypes of
linguistic realization.

A last example shall show the basic pro-
cess as applied to first language acquisi-
tion. If an object falls onto the floor, this is
a salient event already to toddlers. Hence,
such (prototypical) events are projected onto
specific linguistic forms the child has en-
countered in the speech of peers and adults
and which seem to be related to the concept.
This is why children use for instance GER-
MAN perfect forms as resultatives and per-
fectives:is runterfanna(‘ist runtergefallen’,
‘has fallen down and now lies there’) as op-
posed for instance tois da (‘ist da’, ‘lies
there’). As a consequence, less salient and
less resultative events – such as the barking

of a dog or the cooking over of a pan on the
stove – are attributed to the opposed imper-
fective, irresulative etc. category.

In this general sense, we might even inter-
pret “Principles and Parameters” asconcep-
tual Principles that are projected ontosyn-
tactic, formalParameters. (→ art. 28, § 6.5
as to grammatical evolution typically start-
ing from salient or prototypical instances.)

5.4 Some typically ‘human’ fac-
tors

There are universal factors beyond those
that are wired into our brains or based on
our conceptual apparatus. Their ‘typically
human’ nature becomes most evident when
we compare once more the genetic with
the linguistic system. Cellular processes are
energetically optimized by evolution, thus
leaving no conceivable scope for economy
(→ art. 8, § 4.9.2). Human communica-
tion, characterized among other things by
the principles of Otherness and of Exterior-
ity (above § 4.4, Principles 2 and 5), implies
two psychophysical systems, that is speak-
ers who may e.g. be more or less explicit in
what they produce, giving rise to phenom-
ena like the “Principle of Least Effort” (Zipf
1949). This is why economy (→ art. 31) and
markedness (→ art. 32) are most important
factors in human languages, leading for in-
stance to permanent language change.

Markedness is a special form of economy
since it takes shape in less marked vs. more
marked units both on the formal and on
the content level: there are less marked vs.
more marked linguistic categories as well
as semantic units. What is less marked usu-
ally conveys less information or, semantic-
ally speaking, less intension, having instead
a wider range of applicability or extension.

This is one further aspect of well-known
categorial scales and conceptual hierarchies
like ‘subject – direct object – indirect ob-
ject – genitive construction’, and it is related
to “implicational universals”: “If a category
in a hierarchy is accessible to relativization,
the categories above will be all the more ac-
cessible to it”; in differential object mark-
ing: “if a less animate category is differen-
tially marked as an object, the more animate
ones will be markeda fortiori”; or in ergat-
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ive marking: “if a more animate category is
marked as ergative, the categories of lower
animacy will be marked as well”.

Economy and markedness are universal
phenomena in human language. Unfortu-
nately, both are factors that never lead to
stable situations or types: what is econom-
ical or optimal on one level leads to an in-
creased effort and to reduced optimality on
another one: witness e.g. simple phoneme
systems leading to complex phoneme seg-
ments; conversely, the price to pay for short
segments is a complex phoneme system that
leads to increased efforts in pronunciation.
Generally speaking, parameters of economy
tend to be contrary to each other, often leav-
ing us with a rather blurred overall picture
(→ e.g. art. 31, § 6).

Whilst economy serves above all the in-
terests of speakers, and markedness those of
speakers and hearers, there is another ‘hu-
man’ factor that has to be taken into ac-
count with regard to speech perception, es-
pecially as regards parsing. As has been
mentioned (see above § 4.4.5), the main task
of the Broca area is the real time analysis
of the grammatically tagged incoming series
of signs (Parts) and the successive synthesis
into a coherent structure (Whole). This has
consequences for the perceptually optimal
position of grammatical tags (→ art. 29).

One of the tasks of ‘prepositions’ or
‘postpositions’ is to mark the role a noun
phrase (an ‘actant’) has with respect to the
verb. Now, as was shown for the first time by
a mathematician, the topologist René Thom,
the best place for such linking morphemes is
between the elements to be linked. If ‘*’ is
the operator andX,Yare the operands, Polish
notation in mathematics – with its canonical
*(X,Y) form – could by no means be a con-
venient solution in the linearization of lin-
guistic signs. Instead, a perceptually good
solution would be the typeX*Y, i.e. with
the operatorbetweenthe operands. Accord-
ing to Thom (1973), this is why V(S)O or-
dering more often than not leads to the type
V Prep N, whereas in (S)OV ordering the
type NPostV is preferred (→ art. 2, § 2.2).
(Things might be complicated by taking into
account head vs. dependent marking as an
additional factor.)

At the same time, this example shows
again that what is perceptually optimal on

one level may be less so on another one:
Since the same principle should apply to
actants having the shape of subordinate
clauses, we should – in the case of an ob-
ject clause – have the type (S)Clobj*V and
hence (S)[sov]obj*V. As was shown e.g. by
Francesco Antinucci (1977), this could lead
to a typical pitfall for hearers. As a con-
sequence, we often observe that ordering in
dependent clauses differs from ordering in
matrix sentences – which prevents misana-
lysis (cf. Raible 1992).

6 The shortcomings of tra-
ditional views

If we take into account the ‘traditional’ field
of Typology and the – often excellent – work
that was done in this domain, the above con-
siderations on the topic of Universals as ne-
cessary in order to ask the right questions
in Typology might appear somewhat gratuit-
ous. But even granted this, a threefold caveat
will not be amiss:

1. We do need the universalist view, – in
particular the level of Principles (see
above § 4.4) and of concepts (see above
§ 4.3) – in order to find or to con-
struct thetertium comparationisindis-
pensable in typology. The categories
of historical languages are different to
such an extent that a simple compar-
ison of seemingly identical categor-
ies is bound to be misleading, unless
this comparison is supported by func-
tional, conceptual and cognitive cri-
teria (see above e.g. §§ 4.2; 4.3; 5.2;
5.2.1; 5.2.2). This is an answer to
the problem raised in § 3.3 (Categor-
ies are not cross-linguistically compar-
able) and it is – at least to a large ex-
tent – the secret behind Isaak Kozin-
skij’s opposite claim that categorial dif-
ferences were of little importance (see
above § 3.3).

2. There is an important caveat regard-
ing the ‘comparability’ of languages:
Languein the sense of de Saussure is
a construct corresponding to the so-
ciology of Émile Durkheim and his
school (that was contemporary to de
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Saussure). A more realistic view, tak-
ing into account, among other things,
linguistic variation (§ 1.3), would
prefer to conceptualize language sys-
tems according to the communicat-
ive tasks to be fulfilled, that is lan-
guage should rather be seen as a scale
(see above figures 1.1 and 1.2), or
even better as multi-dimensional space.
As there is (in parallel to the exten-
sion of communicative tasks) a scale
of Pidgins merging, e.g., into a scale
of Creoles, language systems may be
more or less developed or ‘sophist-
icated’ (see above § 2, ‘Ausbau’ as
opposed to ‘language obsolescence’).
While comparing parts of such systems
across different languages, we always
have to take into account at least the
text or utterance type, the area, the so-
cial space it is used in. This is all the
more important as we have seen that
history has to be introduced into typo-
logy (see above § 3.5).

3. Another caveat holds for the compar-
ability of languages with respect to
‘historical depth’ and documentation
through history (the issue was raised
above in § 3.5;→ art. 111). Principle
(4), Historicity, makes change a phe-
nomenon inextricably linked with any
language at any moment of its exist-
ence (see above § 4.4). If in a cross-
linguistic approach we concentrate on
types e.g. on the basis of the expression
of ‘possession’ or ‘marking of objects’
(→ art. 65), what we observe may well
correspond to the picture we take of an
intermediate state on a scale of devel-
opment. What is important and truly
fascinating are not the intermediate
states we can observe in a series of lan-
guages, giving rise to ‘types’ of expres-
sion for possession or object marking,
but the conceptual continuumor the
cognitive (mental, semantic) mapsbe-
hind such developments – thus meeting
the expectations of Leibniz (Nouveaux
essais sur l’entendement humain) :

“On enregistrera avec le temps et mettra
en dictionnaires et en grammaires toutes
les langues de l’univers, et on les com-
parera entre elles ; ce qui aura des usages

très grands tant pour la connaissance des
choses [...] que pour la connaissance de
notre esprit et de la merveilleuse variété
de ses opérations.”
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